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ABSTRACT
Visual objects are composed of a recursive hierarchy of perceptual
wholes and parts, whose properties, such as shape, reflectance, and
color, constitute a hierarchy of intrinsic causal factors of object
appearance. However, object appearance is the compositional con-
sequence of both an object’s intrinsic and extrinsic causal factors,
where the extrinsic causal factors are related to illumination, and
imaging conditions.Therefore, this paper proposes a unified tensor
model of wholes and parts, and introduces a compositional hierar-
chical tensor factorization that disentangles the hierarchical causal
structure of object image formation, and subsumes multilinear block
tensor decomposition as a special case. The resulting object repre-
sentation is an interpretable combinatorial choice of wholes’ and
parts’ representations that renders object recognition robust to oc-
clusion and reduces training data requirements. We demonstrate our
approach in the context of face recognition by training on an ex-
tremely reduced dataset of synthetic images, and report encouraging
face verification results on two datasets – the Freiburg dataset, and
the Labeled Face in the Wild (LFW) dataset consisting of real-world
images, thus, substantiating the suitability of our approach for data
starved domains.
CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Causal reasoning and diagnos-
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tations; Principal component analysis; Biometrics; • Mathematics
of computing → Exploratory data analysis; Dimensionality re-
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1 INTRODUCTION
Statistical data analysis that disentangles the causal factors of data
formation and computes a representation that facilitates the analysis,
visualization, compression, approximation, and/or interpretation of
the data is challenging and of paramount importance.
“Natural images are the composite consequence of multiple con-
stituent factors related to scene structure, illumination conditions,
and imaging conditions. Multilinear algebra, the algebra of higher-
order tensors, offers a potent mathematical framework for analyzing
the multifactor structure of image ensembles and for addressing the
difficult problem of disentangling the constituent factors or modes.”
(Vasilescu and Terzopoulos, 2002 [69])
Scene structure is composed from a set of objects that appear to
be formed from a recursive hierarchy of perceptual wholes and parts
whose properties, such as shape, reflectance, and color, constitute
a hierarchy of intrinsic causal factors of object appearance. Object
appearance is the compositional consequence of both an object’s
intrinsic causal factors, and extrinsic causal factors with the latter
related to illumination (i.e. the location and types of light sources),
imaging (i.e. viewpoint, viewing direction, lens type and other cam-
era characteristics). Intrinsic and extrinsic causal factors confound
each other’s contributions hindering recognition.
“Intrinsic properties are by virtue of the thing itself and nothing
else” (David Lewis, 1983 [42]); whereas an extrinsic properties are
not entirely about that thing, but as result of the way the thing inter-
acts with the world. Unlike global intrinsic properties, local intrinsic
properties are intrinsic to a part of the thing, and it may be said that
a local intrinsic property is in an “intrinsic fashion”, or “intrinsically”
about the thing, rather than “is intrinsic” to the thing [21, 31]. David
Lewis [42] provides a formal discussion of intrinsic and extrinsic
concepts of causality and addresses a few related distinctions that
an intuitive definition conflates, such as local versus global intrinsic
properties, duplication preserving properties, and interior versus
exterior properties. The meaning of intrinsic and extrinsic causa-
tion was extensively explored in philosophy, philosophy of mind,
metaphysics and philosophy of physics [32, 42, 43, 46, 52].
Our goal is to explicitly represent local and global intrinsic causal
factors as statistically invariant representations to all other causal
factors of data formation.
Historically, statistical object recognition paradigms can be cate-
gorized based on how object structure is represented and recognized,
ie. based on the appearance of an object’s local features [22, 75], or
based on the overall global object appearance [2, 4, 26, 45, 56, 62,
78]. Both approaches have strengths and shortcomings. Global fea-
tures are sensitive to occlusions, while local features are sensitive to
local deformations and noise. A hybrid approach that employs both
global object features, and local features mitigates the shortcoming
of both approaches [44, 47, 77].
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Deep learning methods, which have become a highly successful
approach for object recognition, compute feature hierarchies com-
posed of low-level and mid-level features either in a supervised [41],
unsupervised [27, 39, 54] or semi-supervised manner [48]. This has
been achieved by composing modules of the same architectures,
such as Restricted Boltzmann Machines [27], autoencoders [39], or
various forms of encoder-decoder networks [8, 33, 54].
Cohen et al.’s [11, 12] theoretical results show that convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) are theoretically equivalent in their repre-
sentational power to hierarchical Tucker factorization [23, 24, 50,
53],1 and shallow networks are equivalent to linear tensor factoriza-
tions, aka CANDECOMP/Parafac (CP) tensor factorization [7, 9, 25].
Vasilescu and Terzopoulos [63][69][70][72][67] demonstrated that
tensor algebra is a suitable,2 interpretable framework for mathe-
matically representing and disentangling the causal structure of
data formation in computer vision, computer graphics and machine
learning [66, 72], Figure 1. Problem setup and implementation dif-
ferences between CNNs and our tensor algebraic approach impact
interpretability, data needs, memory/storage and computational com-
plexity, often rendering CNN models difficult to deploy on mobile
devices, or any devices with limited computational resources.
Inspired and inspirited by Cohen et al.’s [11, 12] theoretical re-
sults, and by the TensorFaces and Human Motion Signatures ap-
proach [63, 68–70], we propose a unified tensor model of wholes
and parts based on a reconceptualization of the data tensor as a
hierarchical data tensor, a mathematical representation of a tree data-
structure. Defining a hierarchical data tensor enables a single elegant
mathematical model that can be optimized in a principled manner
instead of employing a myriad of individual part-based engineer-
ing solutions that independently represent each part and attempt to
compute all possible dimensionality reduction permutations. Our
factorization optimizes simultaneously across all the wholes and
parts of the hierarchy, learns a convolutional feature hierarchy of
low-level, mid-level and high-level features, and computes an inter-
pretable compositional object representation of parts and wholes.
Our resulting object representation is a combinatorial choice of part
representations, that renders object recognition robust to occlusion
while bypassing large training data requirements.
Our compositional tensor factorization and learnt feature hier-
archy is also applicable to CNNs. Since CNNs learn millions of
parameters that may lead to redundancy and poor generalization,
our factorization and dimensionality reduction approach may be
employed to reparameterize and reduce a tensor of CNN parameters,
potentially resulting in better generalization [35, 38, 40, 49].
DeepFace, a CNN approach [10, 29, 59, 60, 76], celebrated clos-
ing the gap on human-level performance for face verification by
testing on the Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) database [30] of
13, 233 images from 5, 749 people in the news, and training on a large
dataset of 4, 400, 000 facial images from 4, 030 people, the same or-
der of magnitude as the number of people in the test data set [51].
This large training data resulted in an increase from 70% verification
rates to 97.35%.
1While the Tucker factorization performs one matrix SVD to represent a causal fac-
tor subspace (one orthonormal mode matrix), a Hierarchical Tucker is a hierarchical
computation of the Tucker factorization that employs a stack of SVDs to represent a
causal factor subspace (one orthonormal mode matrix). For computational efficiency,
the authors [23, 24] prescribe a stack of QR decompositions instead of a stack of SVDs.
2The suitability of the tensor framework was also demonstrated in the context of
computer graphics by synthesizing new textures [71], performing expression retargeting/
reanimation [74] and by synthesizing human motion [64][65][28].
The very resources that make deep learning a wildly successful
approach today are also its shortcomings. In general, it is difficult
and expensive to acquire large representative training data for object
image analysis or recognition, and once acquired, there is a need for
high performance computing, such as distributed GPU computing [1,
3, 5, 13].
While we have not closed the gap on human performance, the
expressive power of our representation and our verification results
are promising. We demonstrate and validate our novel compositional
tensor representation in the context of the face verification, albeit it
is intended for any data verification or classification scenario. We
trained on less than one percent (1%) of the total images used by
DeepFace. We trained on the images of only 100 people and tested
on the images of the 5, 749 people in the LFW database.
Contributions:
1. This paper (i) explicitly addresses the meaning of intrinsic ver-
sus extrinsic causality, and (ii) models cause-and-effect as multilinear
tensor interaction between intrinsic and extrinsic hierarchical causal
factors of data formation. The causal factor representations are inter-
pretable, hierarchical, statistically invariant to all other causal factors
and computed based on 2nd order statistics, but may be extended to
employ higher-order statistics, or kernel approaches.
2. In analogy to autoencoders which are inefficient and approxi-
mate neural network implementations of principal component anal-
ysis, a pattern analysis method based in linear algebra, CNNs are
neural network implementations of tensor factorizations.
This paper contributes to the tensor algebraic paradigm: (i) we
express our data tensor in terms of a unified tensor model of wholes
and parts by defining a hierarchical data tensor; (ii) we introduce a
compositional hierarchical tensor factorization that subsumes block-
tensor decomposition as a special case [16, 19]; (iii) we validate our
approach by employing our new compositional hierarchical tensor
factorization in the context of face recognition, but it may be applied
to any type of data.This approach is data agnostic.
2 RELEVANT TENSOR ALGEBRA
We will use standard textbook notation,denoting scalars by lower
case italic letters (a, b, ...), vectors by bold lower case letters (a, b, ...),
matrices by bold uppercase letters (A,B, ...), and higher-order ten-
sors by bold uppercase calligraphic letters (A,B, ...). Index upper
bounds are denoted by italic uppercase (i.e., 1 ≤ i ≤ I ). The zero
matrix is denoted by 0, and the identity matrix is denoted by I.
Briefly, a tensor, or m-way array, is a generalization of a vec-
tor (first-order tensor) and a matrix (second-order tensor). Tensors
are multilinear mappings over a set of vector spaces. The order
of tensor A ∈ RI1×I2×···×IM is M . An element of A is denoted as
Ai1 ...im ...iM or ai1 ...im ...iM , where 1 ≤ im ≤ Im . In tensor termi-
nology, column vectors are referred to as mode-1 vectors and row
vectors as mode-2 vectors. The mode-m vectors of an M th-order
tensor A ∈ RI1×I2×···×IM are the Im-dimensional vectors obtained
from A by varying index im while keeping the other indices fixed.
The mode-m vectors of a tensor are also known as fibers. The mode-
m vectors are the column vectors of matrix A[m] that results from
matrixizing (a.k.a. flattening) the tensor A (Fig. 2).
DEFINITION 1 (MODE-m MATRIXIZING). The mode-m matrix-
izing of tensor A ∈ RI1×I2×...IM is defined as the matrix A[m] ∈
RIm×(I1 ...Im−1Im+1 ...IM ). As the parenthetical ordering indicates, the
mode-m column vectors are arranged by sweeping all the other
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Figure 1: (a) TensorFaces representation: This image illustrates a multilinear tensor factorization of a 4th -order training data tensor,
D ∈ RIx×IL×IV×IP where Ix, IL, IV, IP are the number of pixels, illuminations, views and people, respectively. A vectorized image, d, is
represented by a set of coefficient vectors, one for the illumination, viewpoint, and person, and expressed mathematically as d =
T ×L lT ×V vT ×P pT, where the TensorFaces basis, T , governs the interaction between different causal factors of data formation. (Data
should be centered, but for this display it was added back.) (b) These set of images demonstrate the models ability to disentangle the
causal factors. Illumination effects, such as highlights, cast shadows and shading [70] are predectively and progressively reduced. (c)
Vlasic etal [74] generate new images by performing multilinear expression re-targeting.
mode indices through their ranges, with smaller mode indexes vary-
ing more rapidly than larger ones; thus,[
A[m]
]
jk = ai1 ...im ...iM , where (1)
j = im and k = 1 +
M∑
n=1
n,m
(in − 1)
n−1∏
l=1
l,m
Il .
A generalization of the product of two matrices is the product of a
tensor and a matrix [17].
DEFINITION 2 (MODE-m PRODUCT, ×M ). The mode-m product
of a tensor A ∈ RI1×I2×···×Im×···×IM and a matrix B ∈ RJm×Im ,
denoted by A ×m B, is a tensor of dimensionality
RI1×···×Im−1×Jm×Im+1×···×IM whose entries are
[A ×m B]i1 ...im−1 jm im+1 ...iM =
∑
im
ai1 ...im−1im im+1 ...iMbjm im .
The mode-m product can be expressed in tensor notation, as C =
A ×m B, or in terms of matrixized tensors, as C[m] = BA[m]. The
M-mode SVD (aka. the Tucker decomposition) is a “generalization”
of the conventional matrix (i.e., 2-mode) SVD which may be written
in tensor notation as
D = U1SUT2 ⇔ D = S ×1 U1 ×2 U2. (2)
The M-mode SVD orthogonalizes the M spaces and decomposes
the tensor as the mode-m product, denoted ×m , of M-orthonormal
spaces, as follows:
D = Z ×1 U1 ×2 U2 · · · ×m Um · · · ×M UM . (3)
3 GLOBAL TENSOR FACTORIZATION
There are two classes of data tensor modeling techniques [37, 58]
that stem from: the rank-K decomposition (CANDECOMP/Parafac
decomposition) [7, 9, 25] and the multilinear rank-(R1,R2, . . . ,RM),
such as Tucker decomposition [61][17][20], such as Multilinear-
PCA, multilinear (tensor) ICA, plus various kernel variations that
are doubly nonlinear [66].
Figure 2: Matrixizing a (3rd-order) tensor. The tensor can be
matrixized in 3 ways to obtain matrices comprising its 1-mode,
2-mode, and 3-mode vectors. Note that this matrixizing is not
cyclical, unlike the one defined in [17].
Algorithm 1 M-mode SVD algorithm.
Input the data tensor D ∈ RI1×···×IM .
(1) Form := 1, . . . ,M ,
Let Um be the left orthonormal matrix of the SVD of D[m],
the mode-m matrixized D.
(2) Set Z := D ×1 UT1 ×2 UT2 · · · ×m UTm · · · ×M UTM .
Output mode matrices U1, . . . ,UM and the core tensor Z.
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3.1 Representation: Multilinear Tensor
Factorization
Within the tensor mathematical framework, an ensemble of obser-
vations is organized in a higher order data tensor, D. Given a data
tensor D of labeled, vectorized training facial images dpvle , where
the subscripts denote the causal factors of facial image formation,
the person p, view v, illumination l , and expression e labels, the
M-mode SVD [70][65][17][18] or its kernel variant [66] may be
employed to multilinearly decompose the data tensor,
D = T ×P UP ×V UV ×L UL ×E UE, (4)
and compute the mode matrices UP, UV, UL, and UE that span the
causal factor representation. The extended core computed by, T =
D ×P UTP ×V UTV ×L UTL ×E UTE , governs the interaction between
the causal factors (Figure 1). This approach makes the assumption
that the representations for a causal factor are well modeled by a
Gaussian distribution. An image dpvle is represented by a person,
view, illumination and expression coefficient vectors as,
dpvle = T ×P pTp ×V vTv ×L lTl ×E eTe . (5)
An important advantage of employing vectorized observations in a
multilinear tensor framework is that all images of a person, regard-
less of viewpoint, illumination and expression are mapped to the
same person coefficient vector, thereby achieving zero intra-class
scatter. Thus, multilinear analysis creates well separated people
classes by maximizing the ratio of inter-class scatter to intra-class
scatter. Alternatively, one can employ the Multilinear (Tensor) Inde-
pendent Component Analysis (MICA) algorithm [72], M-mode ICA
(as opposed to the tensorized computation of the conventional, linear
ICA[15]), which takes advantage of higher-order statistics [14] to
compute the mode matrices that span the causal factor representation,
and the MICA basis tensor that governs their interaction.
3.2 Recognition: Mutilinear Projection
While TensorFaces (MPCA) [69, 70] is a handy moniker for an
approach that learns from an image ensemble the interaction and
representation of various causal factors that determine observed data,
with Multilinear (Tensor) ICA [72] as a more sophisticated approach,
none of the interaction models prescribe a solution for how one
might determine the causal factors of a single unlabeled test image
that is not part of the training set. Multilinear projection [67, 73]
simultaneously projects one or more unlabeled test images that are
not part of the training data set into multiple constituent causal factor
spaces associated with data formation, in order to infer the mode
labels:
R = T+x ×Tx dnew ≈ rP ◦ rV ◦ rL ◦ rE. (6)
The multilinear projection of a facial image computes the illumina-
tion, view and person representation by decomposing the expected
rank-1 structure of the confounded response tensor R, and taking ad-
vantage of the unit vector constraints associated with rL, rV, rE, and
rP. via the CP-decomposition, i.e., the rank-1 tensor decomposition.
4 COMPOSITIONAL HIERARCHICAL
TENSOR FACTORIZATIONS
In prior tensor based research, an imaged object was represented in
terms of global causal factor representations that are not robust to
occlusions. This section introduces a compositional hierarchical ten-
sor factorization that derives its name from its ability to represent a
hierarchy of intrinsic and extrinsic causal factors of data formation.A
hierarchical representation may be effectively employed to recognize
occluded objects, including self-occlusion that occurs during out-
of-plane rotation relative to the camera viewpoint. The efficacy of
our approach is demonstrated by our LFW and Freiburg verification
experiments that compare global and hierarchical representations in
Section 5.
Within the tensor mathematical framework, an ensemble of train-
ing observations is organized in a higher order data tensor, D. A
data tensor D ∈ RI0×I1×Ic · · ·×IC contains a collection of vectorized
observation, di1 ...ic ...iC ∈ RI0 where each subscript, ic , denotes one
of the C causal factors that have created the observation and have
resulted in I0 measurements, i.e., a total of I0 pixels per image. In
this paper, we will report results based on a data tensor D of labeled,
vectorized training facial images dpvle , where the subscripts denote
the causal factors of facial image formation, the person p, view v,
illumination l , and expression e labels.
4.1 Hierarchical Data Tensor
We identify a general base case object and two special cases whose
intrinsic and extrinsic causal factors we would like to represent. An
object may be composed of (i) two partially overlapping children-
parts and parent-whole that has data not contained in any of the
children-parts, (ii) a set of non-overlapping parts, or (iii) a set of
fully overlapping parts, which resembles to the rank-(L,M,N ) or
a rank-(L,M, ·) block tensor decomposition [16], but which is too
restrictive for our purpose.3 Figure 3 depicts the general base case
and the two special base cases. In real scenarios, parent-wholes have
children-parts that are recursively composed of children themselves,
Fig. 4.
The data wholes, and parts are extracted by employing a filter
bank, {Hs∥Hs ∈ CJ0×I0 , 1 ≤ s ≤ S} where each 2D convolutional
filter is implemented as a doubly (triply) block circulant matrix,Hs,
where
∑S
s=1 Hs = I, and s refers to the data segment. Convolution
is a matrix-vector multiplication, between a circulant matrix and a
vectorized observation, ds = Hsd which in tensor notation is writ-
ten as ds = d ×0 Hs where mode 0 is the measurement mode. The
segment data tensor, Ds = D ×0 Hs, is the result of multiplying
(convolving) every observation, d, with the block circulant matrix
(filter), Hs. A filter Hs may be any of any type, or have any spatial
scope. When a filter matrix is a block identity matrix, Hs = Is, the
filter matrix multiplication with a vectorized observation has the
effect of segmenting a portion of the data without any blurring, sub-
sampling or upsampling.Measurements associated with perceptual
parts may may not be tightly packed into a block a priori, as in the
case of vectorized images, but chunking may be achieved by a trivial
permutation.
The data tensor, D, is expressed in terms of its recursive hierarchy
of wholes and parts by defining and employing a hierarchical data
tensor, DH , that contains along its super-diagonal the collection of
wholes and parts, Ds, Fig. 3(a)
D =
S∑
s=1
D ×0 Hs (7)
= D1 · · · +Ds · · · +DS (8)
= DH ×0 IOx ×1 I1x · · · ×c Icx · · · ×C ICx, (9)
3The block tensor decomposition [16] computes the best fitting R fully overlaping
tensor blocks that are all multilinearly decomposable into the same multilinear rank-
(L,M,N),which is analogous to finding the best fitting R rank-1 terms computed by the
CP-algorithm.
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Figure 3: Compositional Hierarchical Tensor Factorization.(a) The data tensor, D, is rewriten in terms of a compositional hierarchical
data tensor, DH . A fully compositional hierarchical data tensor is a data tensor in which every mode is written in a compositional form.
The compositional hierarchical data tensor, DH , contains data tensor segments along its super-diagonal. The data tensor segment,
Ds , may contain zeros and represent parts, or may be full and correspond to a filtered version of a parent-whole. (b) Only one of
the causal factor has a compositional hierarchical representation, a partially compositional hierarchical representation example.(c) In
practice, the measurement mode will not be written in a compositional form, ie. DH would have already been multiplied with I0xas
in Fig. 3(c1). (c1) Rewriting the data tensor D as a hierarchical data tensor, DH . (c2) Performing a compositional hierarchical tensor
factorization results in a part-based causal factor representation, D = TH ×1 U1x ×2 U2x, where the extended core is TH = ZH ×0 U0x.(d)
Non-overlapping parts. The part representations’ computations are independent of one another. (e) Completely overlapping parts.
where Icx = [Ic,1...Ic,s...Ic,S] ∈ RIc×SIc is a concatenation of S identity
matrices, one for each data segment. The three different ways of
rewritting D in terms of a hierarchy of wholes and parts, eq. 7-9,
results in three equivalent compositional hierarchical tensor factor-
izations 4
D =
S∑
s=1
(Z ×0 U0 ×1 U1 · · · ×c Uc · · · ×C UC)︸                                         ︷︷                                         ︸
D
×0Hs (10)
=
S∑
s=1
(Zs ×0 U0,s ×1 U1,s · · · ×c Uc,s · · · ×C UC,s)︸                                               ︷︷                                               ︸
Ds
(11)
= (ZH ×0 U0H ×1 U1H · · · ×c UcH · · · ×C UCH)︸                                                   ︷︷                                                   ︸
DH
×0I0x ×1 I1x · · · ×c Icx · · · ×C ICx (12)
The expression of D in terms of a hierarchical data tensor is a mathe-
matical conceptual device, that enables a unified mathematical model
4Equivalent representations can be transformed into one another by post-multiplying
mode matrices with permutations or more generally nonsingular matrices, Gc,
D = (ZH ×0 G−10 · · · ×c G−1c · · · ×C G−1C ) ×1 I1xU1HG1 · · · ×c IcxUcHGc · · · ×C
ICxUCHGC.
of wholes and parts that can be expressed completely as a mode-m
product (matrix-vector multiplication) and whose factorization can
be optimized in a principled manner. Dimensionality reduction of
the compositional representation is performed by optimizing
e ==
1
2 ∥D−( Z¯H ×0 U¯0H ... ×c U¯cH ... ×C U¯CH)
×0I0x... ×c Icx... ×C ICx∥2 +
C∑
c=0
λc∥U¯cTHU¯cH − I∥2 (13)
where U¯cH is the composite representation of the cth mode, and ZH
governs the interaction between causal factors.5 Our optimization
may be initialized, only, by setting ZH and UcH to the M-mode
SVD of DH , 6 and performing dimensionality reduction through
truncation, where U¯cH ∈ RSIc× J¯c , Z¯H ∈ R J¯0 · · ·× J¯c · · ·× J¯C and J¯c ≤ SIc.
5In the face recogniton application we discuss later, c = 0 refers to the measurement
mode, i.e., the pixel values in an image, and the range of values 1 ≤ c ≤ C refers to the
C causal factors.
6For computational efficiency, we may perform M-mode SVD on each data tensor seg-
ment Ds and concatenate terms along the diagonal of ZH and UcH . However, the most
computational efficient initialization, first, computes the M-mode SVD of D, multiplies
(i.e., ,convolves) the core tensor, Z with Hs, followed by a concatenation of terms
along the diagonal of ZH and duplication of Uc along the diagonal of UcH . The last
initialization approach makes segment specific dimensionality reduction problematic,
since part-based standard deviation, σic ic ,s , is not computed.
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4.2 Compositional Hierarchical Factorization
Derivation
For notational simplicity, we re-write the loss function as,
e := 12 ∥D − Z˜H ×0 U˜0x... ×c U˜cx... ×C U˜Cx∥
2
+
C∑
c=0
S∑
s=1
λc,s∥U˜Tc,sU˜c,s − I∥ (14)
where U˜cx = IcxU¯cHG˜c = [U˜c,1 | . . . |U˜c,s | . . . |U˜c,S] and G˜c ∈ R J¯c×SIc
is permutation matrix that groups the columns of UcH based on
the segment, s, to which they belong, and the inverse permutation
matrices have been multiplied4 into Z˜H resulting into a core that has
also been grouped based on segments and sorted based on variance.
The data tensor, D, may be expressed in matrix form as in eq. 16
and reduces to the more efficiently block structure as in eq. 17
D = ZH ×0 U0x ×1 U1x · · · ×c Ucx · · · ×C UCx (15)
D[c]= UcxZH [c] (UCx ⊗ · · · ⊗ U(c+1)x ⊗ U(c-1)x ⊗ · · · ⊗ U0x)T (16)
= [Uc,1 . . . Uc,s . . . Uc,S ] (17)
Z0[c] 0 · · · 0
0
. . . 0
...
... 0 Zs[c] 0
0
. . . 0
0 · · · 0 ZS[c]


(UC,1... ⊗ U(c+1),1 ⊗ U(c-1),1... ⊗ U0,1)T
...
(UC,s... ⊗ U(c+1),s ⊗ U(c-1),s... ⊗ U0,s)T
...
(UC,S... ⊗ U(c+1),S ⊗ U(c-1),S... ⊗ U0,S)T
︸                                            ︷︷                                            ︸
(UCx · · · ⊙ U(c+1)x ⊙ U(c-1)x · · · ⊙ U0x)T
= UcxWTc , (18)
where ⊗ is the Kronecker product,7and ⊙ is the block-matrix Kahtri-
Rao product.8 The matricized block diagonal form of ZH in eq. 17
becomes evident when employing our modified data centric matrix-
izing operator based on the defintion 1, where the initial mode is the
measurement mode.
The compositional hierarchical tensor factorization algorithm
computes the mode matrix, Ucx, by computing the minimum of
e = ∥D − Z˜H ×0 U˜0x · · · ×C U˜Cx∥2 by cycling through the modes,
solving for U˜cx in the equation ∂e/∂Ucx = 0 while holding the core
tensor ZH and all the other mode matrices constant, and repeating
until convergence. Note that
∂e
∂Ucx
=
∂
∂Ucx
∥D[c ] − UcxWTc ∥2= −D[c ]Wc + UcxWTc Wc. (19)
Thus, ∂e/∂Ucx = 0 implies that
7The Kronecker product of U ∈ RI J and V ∈ RKL is the IK × JL matrix defined as
[U ⊗ V]ik, jl = ui jvkl .
8The Khatri-Rao product of [U1 . . . Un . . . UN] ⊙ [V1 . . . Vn . . . VN] with Ul ∈
RI×Nl and Vl ∈ RK×Nl is a block-matrix Kronecker product; therefore, it can be
expressed as U ⊙ V = [(U1 ⊗ V1) . . . (U(l) ⊗ V(l)) . . . (U(L) ⊗ V(L))] [55].
Ucx = D[c ]Wc
(
WTc Wc
)−1
= D[c ]WTc
+ (20)
= D[c ]
(
ZH [c] (UCx ⊗ ...U(c+1)x ⊗ U(c-1)x ⊗ ...U0x)T
)+
(21)
= D[c ](UCx⊙ ...U(c+1)x⊙U(c-1)x⊙ ...U0x)T+

Z+0[c] 0 · · · 0
0
. . . 0
...
... 0 Z+s[c] 0
0
. . . 0
0 · · · 0 Z+S[c]

(22)
whose Uc,s sub-matrices are then subject to orthonormality con-
straints.
Solving for the optimal core tensor, ZH , the data tensor, D, ap-
proximation is expressed in vector form as,
e = ∥vec(D) − (U˜Cx ⊗ · · · ⊗ U˜cx ⊗ · · · ⊗ U˜0x)vec(Z˜H)∥. (23)
Solve for the non-zero(nz) terms of ZH in the equation ∂e/∂(ZH) =
0, by removing the corresponding zero columns of the first matrix
on right side of the equation below, performing the pseudo-inverse,
and setting
vec(ZH)nz = (UCx ⊗ · · · ⊗ Ucx ⊗ · · · ⊗ U0x)+nzvec(D). (24)
Repeat all steps until convergence.This optimization is the basis of
the Compositional Hierarchical Tensor Factorization, Algorithm 2.
Completely Overlapping parts: When the data tensor is a collection
of overlapping parts that have the same multilinear-rank reduction,
Fig. 3e, the extended-core data tensor, TH , computation in matrix
form reduces to eq. 27
D = TH ×1 U1x · · · ×c Ucx · · · ×C UCx (25)
D[0] = TH [0](UCx · · · ⊗ Ucx · · · ⊗ U1x)T (26)

T1[0]
...
Ts[0]
...
TS[0]

T
= D[0]

(UC,1 · · · ⊗ Uc,1 · · · ⊗ U1,1)T
...
(UC,s · · · ⊗ Uc,s · · · ⊗ U1,s)T
...
(UC,S · · · ⊗ Uc,S · · · ⊗ U1,S)T

+
︸                                     ︷︷                                     ︸(
UCx · · · ⊙ Ucx · · · ⊙ U1x
)T+
. (27)
Independent Parts: When the data tensor is a collection of obser-
vations made up of non-overlapping parts, Fig. 3d, the data tensor
decomposition reduces to the concatenation of a M-mode SVD of
individual parts,
D1[c]
...
Ds[c]
...
DS[c]

=

Uc,1Z0[c](UC,1 · · · ⊗ U(c+1),1 ⊗ U(c-1),1 · · · ⊗ U0,1)T
...
Uc,sZs[c](UC,s · · · ⊗ U(c+1),s ⊗ U(c-1),s · · · ⊗ U0,s)T
...
Uc,SZS[c](UC,S · · · ⊗ U(c+1),S ⊗ U(c-1),S · · · ⊗ U0,S)T

(28)
Note, that every Ds[c] row does not contain any terms from any other
segment-part except segment s. Thus, every Uc,s andZs are computed
by performing multilinear subspace learning, Algorithm 1, on the
Ds and the results are appropriately concatenated in U˜cx and Z˜H .
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(c)(a)
Figure 4: a) Compositional Hierarchical TensorFaces learns a hierarchy of features and represents each person as a part-based
compositional representation. Figure depicts the training data factorization, D = TH ×L UL ×V UV ×P UP, where an observation is
represented as d(p, v, l) = TH ×L lT ×V vT ×P pT. b) ROC curves for the University of Freiburg 3D Morphable Faces dataset. c) ROC
curves for the LFW dataset. The average accuracies are listed next to each method, along with the area under the curve (AUC). Parts
refers to using Compositional Hierarchical TensorFaces models to separately analyze facial parts. Gaussian, Laplacian refers to using
Compositional Hierarchical TensorFaces on a Gaussian/Laplacian data pyramid.
Test
Dataset PCA TensorFaces Compositional Hierarchical TensorFaces
Pixels GaussianPyramid
Weighted
Gaussian
Pyramid
Laplacian
Pyramid
Weighted
Laplacian
Pyramid
Freiburg 65.23% 71.64% 90.50% 88.17% 94.17% 90.96% 93.98%
LFW 69.23%
±1.51
66.25%
±1.60
72.72%
±2.14
76.72%
±1.65
77.85%
±1.83
77.58%
±1.45
78.93%
±1.77
Table 1: Empirical results reported for LFW : PCA, TensorFaces and Compositional Hierarchical TensorFaces. Pixels denotes in-
depent facial part analysisGaussian/Laplacian use a multiresolution pyramid to analyze facial features at different scales. Weighted
denotes a weighted nearest neighbhor.
Freiburg Experiment:
Train on Freiburg: 6 views (±60◦,±30◦,±5◦); 6 illuminations (±60◦,±30◦,±5◦), 45 people
Test on Freiburg: 9 views (±50◦, ±40◦, ±20◦, ±10◦, 0◦), 9 illums (±50◦, ±40◦, ±20◦, ±10◦, 0◦), 45 different people
LFW Experiment: Models were trained on approximately half of one percent (0.5% < 1%) of the 4.4M images used to train DeepFace.
Train on Freiburg:
15 views (±60◦,±50◦, ±40◦,±30◦, ±20◦, ±10◦,±5◦, 0◦), 15 illuminations (±60◦,±50◦, ±40◦,±30◦, ±20◦, ±10◦,±5◦, 0◦), 100 people
Test on LFW: We report the mean accuracy and standard deviation across standard literature partitions [30], following the
Unrestricted, labeled outside data supervised protocol.
5 COMPOSITIONAL HIERARCHICAL
TENSORFACES
Training Data: In our experiments, we employed gray-level facial
training images rendered from 3D scans of 100 subjects. The scans
were recorded using a CyberwareTM 3030PS laser scanner and are
part of the 3D morphable faces database created at the University
of Freiburg [6]. Each subject was combinatorially imaged in Maya
from 15 different viewpoints (θ = −60◦ to +60◦ in 10◦ steps on the
horizontal plane, ϕ = 0◦) with 15 different illuminations ( θ = −35◦
to +35◦ in 5◦ increments on a plane inclined at ϕ = 45◦).
Data Preprocessing: Facial images were warped to an average face
template by a piecewise affine transformation given a set of facial
landmarks obtained by employing Dlib software [34, 36, 57]. Illu-
mination was normalized with an adaptive contrast histogram equal-
ization algorithm, but rather than performing contrast correction on
the entire image, subtiles of the image were contrast normalized,
and tiling artifacts were eliminated through interpolation. Histogram
clipping was employed to avoid over-saturated regions. Each image,
d ∈ RI0×1, was convolved with a set of filters {Hs∥s = 1...S}, and the
filtered images, d ×0 Hs, resulted either in a Gaussian or Laplacian
image pyramid. Facial parts were segmented from the various layers.
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Experiments: The composite person signature was computed for ev-
ery test image by employing the multilinear projection algoritm[67,
73], and signatures were compared with weighted nearest neighbhor.
To validate the effectiveness of our system on real-world im-
ages, we report results on “LFW” dataset (LFW) [30]. This dataset
contains 13,233 facial images of 5,749 people. The photos are un-
constrained (i.e., “in the wild”), and include variation due to pose,
illumination, expression, and occlusion. The dataset consists of 10
train/test splits of the data. We report the mean accuracy and stan-
dard deviation across all splits in Table 1. Figure 4(b-c) depicts the
experimental ROC curves. We follow the supervised “Unrestricted,
labeled outside data” paradigm.
Results: While we cannot celebrate closing the gap on human per-
formance, our results are promising. DeepFace, a CNN model, im-
proved the prior art verification rates on LFW from 70% to 97.35%,
by training on 4.4M images of 200 × 200 pixels from 4, 030 people,
the same order of magnitude as the number of people in the LFW
Algorithm 2 Compositional Hierarchical Tensor Factorization.
Input: Data tensor, D ∈ RI0×I1×···×IC , filters Hs, and desired dimen-
sionality reduction J˜1, . . . , J˜C.
1.Initialization:
1a. Decompose each data tensor segment, Ds = D × Hs, by
employing the M-mode SVD.
Ds = Z ×0 U0,s · · · ×c Uc,s · · · ×C UC,s
1b. For c = 0, 1, . . . ,C, set Ucx = [Uc,1...Uc,s...Uc,S], and truncate
to J˜c columns by sorting all the eigenvalues from all data seg-
ments and deleting the columns corresponding to the lowest
eigenvalues from various Uc,s and the rows from Zs[c]
2.Optimization via alternating least squares:
Iterate for n := 1, . . . ,N
For c := 0, . . . ,C,
2a. Compute mode matrix Ucx while holding the rest fixed.
Ucx:=D[c ](UCx⊙ ...U(c+1)x⊙U(c-1)x⊙ ...U0x)T+

Z+0[c] 0 · · · 0
0
. . . 0
...
... 0 Z+s[c] 0
0
. . . 0
0 · · · 0 Z+S[c]

Set Uˆc,s to the R˜c,s leading left-singular vectors of the SVDa of
Uc,s, a subset of the columns in Ucx.Update Uc,s in Ucx with Uˆc,s
2b. Set the non-zero(nz) entries of vec(ZH)nz based on:
vec(ZH)nz = (UCx ⊗ · · · ⊗ Ucx ⊗ · · · ⊗ U0x)+nzvec(D).
until convergence. b
Output converged matrices U1x, . . . ,UCx and tensor ZH .
aThe complexity of computing the SVD of an m × n matrix A is O (mn min(m, n)),
which is costly when both m and n are large. However, we can efficiently compute the
R˜ leading left-singular vectors of A by first computing the rank-R˜ modified Gram
Schmidt (MGS) orthogonal decomposition A ≈ QR, where Q ism × R˜ and R is R˜ ×n,
and then computing the SVD of R and multiplying it as follows:
A ≈ Q(U˜SVT) = (QU˜)SVT = USVT.
bNote that N is a pre-specified maximum number of iterations. A possible convergence
criterion is to compute at each iteration the approximation error en := ∥D − D˜ ∥2 and
test if en-1 − en ≤ ϵ for sufficiently small tolerance ϵ .
database. We trained on less than one percent (1%) of the 4.4M total
images used to train DeepFace. Images were rendered from 3D scans
of 100 subjects with an the intraocular distance of approximately 20
pixels and with a facial region captured by 10, 414 pixels (image size
≈ 100 × 100 pixels). We have currently achieved verification rates
just shy of 80% on LFW. When data is limited, CNN models do not
convergence or generalize.
6 CONCLUSION
In analogy to autoencoders which are inefficient neural network
implementation of principal component analysis, a pattern analysis
method based in linear algebra, CNNs are neural network implemen-
tations of tensor factorizations. This paper contributes to the tensor
algebraic paradigm and models cause-and-effect as multilinear ten-
sor interaction between intrinsic and extrinsic hierarchical causal
factors of data formation. The data tensor is re-conceptualized into a
hierarchical data tensor; a unified tensor model of wholes and parts is
proposed; and a new compositional hierarchical tensor factorization
is derived. Resulting causal factor representations are interpretable,
hierarchical, and statistically invariant to all other causal factors. Our
approach is demonstrated in the context of facial images by training
on a very small set of synthetic images. While we have not closed the
gap on human performance, we report encouraging face verification
results on two test data sets–the Freiburg, and the Labeled Faces in
the Wild datasets. CNN verification rates improved the 70% prior
art to 97.35% when they employed 4.4M images from 4, 030 people,
the same order of magnitude as the number of people in the LFW
database. We have currently achieved verification rates just shy of
80% on LFW by employing synthetic images from 100 people for a
total of less than one percent (1%) of the total images employed by
DeepFace. By comparison, when data is limited, CNN models do
not convergence, or generalize.
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